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Preface

Since early 1977 various members of the NCAR climate section and

other collaborators have been developing a comprehensive model of 
land

surface processes suitable for use with the current grid point General

Circulation Model. Special emphasis has been given to properly

describing the role of vegetation in modifying the surface moisture

and energy budgets. The result of these efforts has been incorporated

into Subroutine BNDRY, a piece of software of about a thousand lines

of code that are now frozen in form. It is expected that scientific

studies will be pursued over the next several years with this code 
to

establish better the importance of various aspects of land surface

processes for climate and climate models. The purpose of this report

is thus to describe the physical processes, current numerical param-

eterizations, and some of the code structure of Subroutine BNDRY.

Robert E. DickinsonJanuary 1981
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This

currently

ticular:

Abstract

report summarizes the parameterizations of surface processes

being used in the NCAR grid point GCM. It treats in par-

(i) the calculation of ground, snow or sea ice surface tempera-

ture in response to net surface heating and depending on

soil or snow heat capacity and thermal conductivity;

(ii) the calculation of soil moisture, evaporation, surface and

groundwater runoff;

(iii) the specification of vegetation cover in terms of fractional

ground shading, relative area of transpiring and non-

transpiring plant surfaces, and land use type;

(iv) the surface albedo in terms of soil moisture, vegetation

cover, and snow cover, including the shading of snow by

vegetation;

(v) the plant water budget including dew, intercepted precipi-

tation and transpiration as limited by stomatal resistance

and soil dryness;

(vi) surface drag coefficients as a function of bulk Richardson

number and vegetation cover;

(vii) the determination of foliage temperature in response to

energy balance requirements and consequent fluxes of heat

and moisture from the foliage to canopy air.
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1. Introduction

The purpose of the boundary routine in the third-generation NCAR

general circulation model (GCM) is to (a) calculate the transfers of

momentum, heat, and moisture between the earth's surface and atmo-

spheric layers, (b) determine values for wind, moisture, and tem-

perature in the atmosphere immediately above the surface, and

(c) determine (over land and sea ice) values of temperature and

moisture quantities at the earth's surface. Included in the latter is

the determination of the moisture content of soil, the excess rainfall

that goes into runoff, and the physical state of the moisture at the

surface, i.e., whether it is snow or water. In order to carry out

these calculations, it is necessary to prescribe a predominant land

surface category for each grid square, and for those categories that

have significant vegetative cover, calculate the exchanges of moisture

and energy between the vegetation and the soil.

The earth's surface receives and emits various kinds of energy.

The most important of these, from the viewpoint of physical processes,

are (a) solar radiation, absorbed after undergoing atmospheric alter-

ations and reflections determined by the radiative transfer subroutine

and the surface albedo; (b) infrared radiation, emitted from the sur-

face according to EoT , where C is the thermal emissivity, a is the

Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and T is the ground or vegetation tempera-

ture. (There is also a downward atmospheric flux from the detailed

radiative transfer calculation of the radiation subroutine.) Also

important are (c) sensible heat flux, calculated in the absence of

vegetation by an aerodynamic transfer formula as proportional to the
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difference between surface and overlying boundary-layer air tem-

peratures; and (d) latent heat flux calculated similarly to ;(c) but

proportional to specific humidity differences. The net energy

received at the earth's surface melts snow, or warms the surface, or

is conducted downward to be stored in lower layers.

Over a long enough time period (a few days or more), the heat

storage within the soil becomes negligible. Over shorter times it may

be as important as the various energy fluxes. Besides this "thermal

inertia," which depends on soil moisture and composition as well as

time scale, other major complications in model parameterization

involve the detail to which surface processes are parameterized and,

in particular, the manner in which the ratio of sensible to latent

heat fluxes is established.

One important feature of realistic climatic processes is the

large diurnal variations of fluxes of sensible and-latent heat over

land surfaces. Indeed, even the sign of these quantities usually

varies from day to night. These fluxes are strongly nonlinear func-

tions of the static stability of the lowest atmospheric layers, and

surface moisture is, in turn, a strongly nonlinear function of surface

temperature, so that significant errors are necessarily made in calcu-

lating these fluxes using diurnally averaged temperatures. Further-

more, the actual-diurnal variations of temperatures at and near the

ground are very significant properties of climate, as well as depend-

ing on other climatic properties such as soil moisture, intensity of

incident solar flux and convection in the boundary layer. Thus, a
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valid simulation of the diurnal temperature variations is regarded as

one of the major design objectives of NCAR GCMs.

Examination of the processes important for determining diurnal

variation of temperatures at the surface suggests that the presence

and nature of vegetation are important factors in this problem.

The physical characteristics of vegetation most important here

are (a) absorption of solar radiation and consequent shading of the

ground; (b) exchanges of sensible and latent heat with the atmosphere

over a surface area that may be an order of magnitude larger than that

of the ground; and (c) the presence of foliage surface moisture; this

moisture results from the film of water formed by dew or by inter-

cepted rainfall; moisture beyond what the foliage can hold drips to

the ground; over dry areas of the foliage, vapor pressure is con-

trolled by stomatal openings (as parameterized by a stomatal resis-

tance factor).

For example, over forested areas, interception of rainfall by

leaves and re-evaporation can remove most of the precipitation in a

light drizzle. Furthermore, much of the transfer of moisture from the

ground to the air is through leaf transpiration. Snowfall and frost

are also significantly affected by vegetative cover.

The present document is intended to complement and explain the

surface physics of the code rather than serve as a substitute for it.

It is subdivided into the following sections: Section 2 describes how

ground temperature is calculated; Section 3 gives the determination of

soil moisture and snow cover for a nonvegetated grid square; Section 4
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describes how land types, vegetation, and surface albedos are deter-

mined in the model; Section 5 describes the determination of the wind

and momentum fluxes at the anemometer level in the absence of vegeta-

tion; Section 6 describes how fluxes of heat and moisture and tempera-

ture and humidity are determined at the anemometer level in the

absence of vegetation; Section 7 describes the calculation of the

vegetation energy budget, including leaf temperature; and Section 8

describes the determination of net fluxes of heat, moisture and momen-

tum from a vegetated surface to the atmosphere. We also include an

appendix that summarizes some of the code notation and briefly de-

scribes the flow of operations in the code. Figure 1 shows conceptu-

ally many of the processes included in the boundary parameterizations.

Although our treatments of surface processes are much more elab-

orate than that of conventional GCMs, they are still conceptually much

simpler than the most elaborate models available for individual proc-

esses, in particular for soil hydrology, plant water budgets and snow

physics. It is hoped that the present descriptions are sufficiently

detailed to permit firm evaluations of the sensitivity of the climate

system to various surface processes and hence to establish where

further work and more careful parameterizations maybe needed.

a. Mathematical symbols

For the convenience of the reader, we summarize here all the

mathematical symbols defined and used in the text.
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aw snow albedo for short-wave radiation

aIR snow albedo for near-infrared radiation

aVD snow albedo for diffuse short wave radiation

aIRD snow albedo for diffuse near-infrared radiation

aVO 0.95, albedo for visible radiation incident on new snow

solar zenith angle less than 60°

aIRO = 0.65, albedo of new snow to near infrared solar radiation

with solar zenith angle less than 60°

Aag increase of albedo due to dryness of soil surface

a f albedo of the vegetative canopy

X0 fraction of transpiration from top soil layer

o ^soil water potential

DMIN soil water potential for permanent wilting of plants

ycg counter-gradient factor in sensible heat flux calculation

£ ethermal emissivity of ground

r = aT/3Z, vertical temperature gradient

Pa density of surface air

pi density of ice relative to water

ps . density of subsurface layer

Psw density of snow relative to water

Pw volume of liquid water per unit volume of soil, weighted

toward top layer as defined by Eq. (18a)

Pwsat = 0.5, porosity or saturated soil water density

of fractional foliage cover for each grid point

a Stefan-Boltzmann constant

To time constant used in calculation of age of snow
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Tsnow non-dimensional age of snow

1 period of heating (in ground temperature calculation)

= 8.64 x 104 seconds

angle between surface wind and layer 1 wind

a fraction of sea ice covered by leads

Cl = 2rl/2 (in ground temperature calculation)

C2 = 27r (in ground temperature calculation)

C3 = 0.2 rate of subsoil relaxation (in ground temperature

calculation)

C specific heat of subsurface layer

csw = 0.4 9 cw, specific heat of snow for unit snow density

c = 4.186 x 107 ergs cm-3 K-1, specific heat of water

ci = 0.45 cw, specific heat of ice

dl = (kg T1 )1/2, soil depth influenced by periodic heating

d = 0.1 Scv/psw = 10 x depth of snow

die depth of equivalent ice

dice depth of ice

f ratio of soil evaporation to potential evaporation

f(ZEN) increase of snow albedo due to solar zenith exceeding 60°

fsnow fraction of grid square covered by snow

g acceleration due to gravity

h heat balance at the surface (S + (FR- FR) - F- LF - Lf)

k soil or snow thermal conductivity

Pa surface air pressure

q specific humidity

ql layer 1 specific humidity
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qa anemometer level specific humidity

qg ground specific humidity

qgs saturated mixing ratio at ground temperature

qs water vapor inside the leaves

q humidity of the air within the foliage

rl rate of "snow aging" due to grain growth from vapor diffusion

r2 rate of "snow aging" due to melt water

r3 rate of "snow aging" due to accumulation of dirt and soot

ra aerodynamic resistance factor (l/(CfUaf))

r. stomatal resistance factor

r" fraction of potential evaporation from a leaf

s volume of water in soil divided by volume of water at

saturation

Si soil water as defined above in layer i

SW soil water as defined above at permanent wilting point

s5F field capacity water

t time

ua anemometer layer west to east wind component

ul layer 1 west to east wind component

v anemometer layer south to north wind component

vl layer 1 south to north wind component

z height

Z1 height of layer 1

Za height of anemometer level (10 m in model)

ZB height of surface above sea level
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ALBS albedo of plants for short-wave radiation

ALBL albedo of plants for infrared radiation

ALBG albedo for bare soil

ALBGO albedo for wet soil

Bf average diffusivity over the top 10 cm of soil

C constant in snow albedo calculation (= 0.2)s

CN constant in snow albedo calculation (= 0.5)

CD surface drag coefficient

CDN drag coefficient for neutral stability

C specific heat of air

CDH aerodynamic transfer coefficient for heat

CDW aerodynamic transfer coefficient for water vapor

Cf aerodynamic transfer coefficient for heat from leaves and stems

and for moisture from leaves and wetted stems to canopy air

CDnJG aerodynamic drag coefficient for the canopy

CDF average momentum transfer coefficient over the grid square

in the presence of vegetation

C(ZEN) cosine of the solar zenith angle

D diffusivity for water flow through soil

Df dependence of stomatal resistance factor on drought

D rate of excess snow dropping from leaves per unit land area
s

Dw rate of excess water dripping from leaves per unit land area

Do depth of rooting zone (= 1 m)

Ef transfer of moisture from foliage to atmosphere

Etr transpiration

E rt maximum transpiration the vegetation can sustain
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E evaporation from soil at field capacity

FIR-FIR net long wave radiation flux from atmosphere to bare ground

Fs atmospheric sensible heat flux from ground to atmosphere

Fq atmospheric moisture flux from ground to atmosphere

FAGE snow age factor

Fc heat conduction through snow-covered sea ice or bare sea ice

Fqp potential evaporation

Fqm maximum moisture flux through the wet surface that the soil

can sustain

FVI visible radiation incident at the top of the canopy

Fvu visible radiation absorbed by the upper canopy

FVL visible radiation absorbed by the lower canopy

G net water applied to the surface (Pr +S MFq in absence of

vegetation)

GREAT heat conduction rate from surface to underlying reservoir

HF transfer of sensible heat from foliage to atmosphere

KW hydraulic conductivity

Kwo saturated soil hydraulic conductivity, equivalent to downward

flow rate for saturated soil due to gravity

K=KTV layer 1 eddy diffusion coefficient

LAI leaf area index

LSAI leaf stem area index, sum of LAI and SAI

LW fractional area of leaves covered by water

LSAIW total vegetation surface that exchanges water with the atmosphere

LW ratio of wetted leaf stem area to total leaf stem area

exchanging water with the atmosphere

Lo. latent heat of sublimation
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Lf

P

PS

Pr

Qc

R

RiB

ROUGH

ROUGH/0.03

Rg

Rti

RRtl

Rw

Rf

Rs

Sg

Sm

Scv

Scv/Psw

Stw

Ssw

SAI

10

latent heat of evaporation

latent heat of fusion

precipitation rate

rate of precipitation falling as snow

rate of precipitation falling as rain

latent heat release

gas constant

surface bulk Richardson number

assigned roughness of vegetation types in model

average vertical extent of surface objects

leakage down to subsoil and groundwater reservoirs

fraction of root in a given soil layer

Stw/30 cm

SSw/3.0 cm

total runoff (Rs + Rg)

dependence of the stomatal resistance factor on solar

radiation

surface runoff

incident solar flux

solar flux absorbed over bare ground at earth's surface

rate of snow melt

snow cover (liquid water equivalent in cm)

average snow depth

total water in rooting zone of soil

surface soil water in first 10 cm of soil

stem area index
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Sf dependence of the stomatal resistance factor on temperature

T ground temperature (also referred to as Tgi)
6

g2
Tg2 subsurface temperature

TB approximate freezing point of sea ice ( - 1.8°C)

T reference temperature for deciding whether precipitation

is rain or snow

TR transfer of water to top 10 cm of soil from the rest of the

1 m column

TVEG land use/vegetation type in model

Ta air temperature at anemometer level

Ti air temperature at layer 1

Tf temperature of foliage

Taf temperature within the foliage layer

Tro maximum transpiration that can be sustained at field

capacity

Uaf magnitude of wind within the foliage layer

Uc subgrid scale horizontal convection velocity

Va = (Ua2 + Va2 + Uc2)1/2, strength of wind at the

anemometer level

WLT soil dryness (or plant wilting) factor

Wdew total water intercepted by canopy

MAX~ maximum water the canopy can hold

Wml rate of melting (freezing if negative) of surface soil

water

Wm2 rate of melting (freezing if negative) of subsurface soil

water
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2. Ground temperature

The model follows Deardorff (1978) in using a "box-model" for the

subsoil temperature reservoir. The ground temperature and subsurface

temperature are obtained from

aT
gl

at

aTg 2

at

where

Tgl

C1

Tg2

t

h
s

C2

c3

T1

Sg

F - F
IR IR

F s

Fq

L

clh c (Tg - T )
s s 2 1 gl 2

1(T 1 T 1

c - 2 T + Q

T1e

= ground surface temperature (also referred to as Tg)

= subsurface temperature

= time

= 2r1/2 = 3.54

= (S + (F F -)-F -L F Lf S -f
g IR IR s q f m fml

= 27T = 6.28

= rate of subsoil relaxation, we assume c3 = 0.2*

= period of heating = 8.64 x 104 seconds (= 1 day)

(la)

(lb)

(1c)

= solar flux absorbed over bare ground at earth's surface

= net IR (long wave) flux from atmosphere to bare ground

= atmospheric sensible heat flux from ground to atmosphere

= atmospheric moisture flux from ground to atmosphere

= latent heat of evaporation

*This factor depends on how deep a soil thermal reservoir we consider
(which is somewhat arbitrary). Our choice was dictated by the require-
ment that Tg2 have a seasonal cycle but not a significant diurnal one,
and corresponds to a thermal reservoir of 1 to 2 m soil.

where
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Lf = latent heat of fusion

Qsf = LfWm2Cl/(PsCsdlc2) = subsoil temperature

decrease due to the melting of subsurface water

Sm = rate of snow melt

Wml = rate of melting (negative for freezing) of surface soil

water

Wm2 = rate of melting (negative for freezing) of subsurface

soil water

ps = density of subsurface layer

Cs = specific heat of subsurface layer

di = (ksTi)1/2 = soil depth influenced by a periodic

heating (about 20 cm for a typical soil)

where

ks = soil or snow thermal conductivity (cm2 s" 1 ).

The terms Wml and Wm2 are further defined in Section 3g. The

finite-difference method of solution for (la) becomes

N+1 TN At -N+l TN At c l hs
T =T -c LT +T-i

gl gl 2 T 2 g lg p c di
S S

+ At c 2 (2)
Ti g2

If we define

At ci hN
A Atc 2 s At c 2 TNA E B + " ^ ^ - T^ (3)

2Ti PcSs d i T g

then

N (1-A) TN + B

g^ ' 1 + A
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where At is the same time step as in the GCM. Eq. (lb) is solved in

the same manner except there is no term corresponding to hs in the

above. Note that eqs. (la)-(lb) do not exactly conserve energy due to

time variations in dl and cs. The consequent error is believed

negligible.

Details in the implementation of Eqs. (2)-(3) depends on the

nature of the surface as now discussed.

a. Over soil

Thermal conductivity and heat capacity of soil depends primarily

on its moisture and organic content. From the theory of de Vries

(1963) and Fig. 3.1 of de Vries (1975) we infer the following

approximate formula for a loam soil,

Ps = (0.23 + w )cw (4)

ks = s /(0.23 + pw) (5a)

2.9 p + 0.043 2 1
A .= -- 9-- w + 0___x (10 cm s ) (5b)

(1 - 0.6 x p )p + 0.09
w w

where Pw is the volume of liquid water per unit volume of soil as

defined by Eq. (18a), and cw = 4.186 x 107 ergs cm- 3 K- 1 is the

specific heat of water.
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b. Over snow-covered land

The computation is similar to bare land except that the constants

are for snow (e.g., Corps of Engineers, 1956; Yen, 1969; Anderson,

1976), i.e.

k s = (0.007/0.49) pw cm2/sec (6a)

P c = p c (6b)s S SW SW

where

c = 0.49 c
sw w

is the specific heat of snow for unit snow density, numerically equal to

the specific heat of ice per unit mass, and where psw is the density

of the snow relative to water. Typically for fresh snow psw = 0.1 and

for old surface snow sw = 0.3.

For determining snow density, we use

sw = 0.1 + 03 FAGE , (6c)

where FAGE is the snow age factor given by Eq. (27).

To allow for fractional bare ground, a weighted mean of snow and

ground conductivities and heat capacities are used, with equal weight

for 10 cm of snow, i.e.,

ds ks SNOW + s GROUND

1 + d
s

where ds = 0.1 Scv/psw and Scv is the snow cover (liquid water

equivalent in cm). With 10 cm of snow, i.e., ds = 1, the penetra-

tion of the daily temperature wave in the snow is approximately the
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depth of the snow. The term pscs is likewise averaged. Because of

the likely unevenness of the snow distribution, a more precise averaging

does not seem warranted.

c. Over bare sea ice or snow-covered sea ice

Over sea ice, the diurnal component of heat storage within the

ice is neglected and replaced by steady conduction of heat from the

underlying ocean. Hence, the sum of the components of energy fluxes

becomes

UT h
g s (7)

at [0.5(Csw S + wt c dce.

where ci = 0.45 cw and dice is the depth of ice, specified as a

function of season, or computed, and wt = 1.4 Psw dice

. (Scv + 1.4 Psw dice),

h = S + F F - - F - L F - L S + F . (8)
s g IR IR s q f m c

The square bracketed term in the demonstration of (7) is an effective

heat capacity of the snow and ice, assuming a temperature profile

through the snow and ice controlled by steady state heat conduction.

The heat conduction through snow-covered sea ice or bare sea ice

following Maykut and Untersteiner (1971), Semtner (1976), is given by

K n(T B- T )
F - nowB (9)

c 1 + (Ksnow/Kice)snow i~ce
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where

K
snow

(Ksnow/Kice)

TB

Inclusion of leads in

k p2 c /S
s SW SW cv

1.4 p3 d. /S
sw ice cv

- 1.8°C, approximate freezing point of sea ice.

the ice is discussed in Section 6c.
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3. Soil moisture and snow cover in the absence of vegetation

For the soil moisture-snow cover specification, the earth's surface

is divided into two regions: (1) oceanic regions (non-sea ice covered and

sea ice covered regions) and (2) continental regions with and without snow

cover. For the non-sea ice covered oceanic regions, the surface tem-

perature Tg is prescribed from observational data in the standard model

(Forderhause et al., 1980) and is computed in the ocean-atmosphere mode

(Washington et al., 1980). For other regions, the computation of Tg

depends on the current conditions of snow cover, soil moisture, type of

surface, and temperature of the first layer of the atmosphere. The order

of computation is shown in Fig. 2.

a. Precipitation (rain vs. snow)

The rainfall and latent heat release (Qc) in each atmospheric layer

depend in a complicated fashion on layer humidity and precipitation in

overlying layers (the latter determining the phase of the precipitation).

The precipitation rate at the ground (P) is obtained as the sum of

the net precipitation from each layer. This precipitation is assumed to

fall as snow P5 if some reference temperature Tm < 0°C or as rain Pr

if Tm > 0°C (e.g., Auer, 1974). For the current model, Tm = Ti + 7°,

i.e., the transition between rain and snow occurs when the 1.5 km layer T

is 266 K (no correction is made for orographic variations); generally

PS = P. Pr = 0O if Tm < O OC

(10)

P = 0, Pr = P, if Tm > 0°C
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b. Soil moisture budget

Moisture incident on the ground either infiltrates the soil or is

lost to surface runoff. We consider two parameters to represent soil

moisture; these are:

Stw = total water in the rooting zone Do (= 1 m) of soil

Ssw = surface soil water representing water in the first

Di ( 10 cm) of soil.

The rooting zone depth Do can in reality be a factor of two smaller in

shallow forest soils and a factor of two larger in deep prairie soils.

The prescribed values represent a characteristic global average value.

Both Stw and Ssw gain the same amount of water from rainfall Pr

and lose the same amount from evaporation Fq, and surface runoff Rs

since these occur at the soil surface. Unique to Ssw is the term

denoted TR representing the transfer of water to the top 10 cm from the

rest of the 1 m column. Unique to Stw is the leakage down to subsoil

and ground water reservoirs (this represents the bulk of the runoff) and

is denoted Rg. The equations for Stw and Ssw in the absence of

vegetation are written as follows:

as
a7 = G - R + TR (11)

at s

asa tw
= G - R -R (12)

at s g

where

G = Pr + Sm Fq . (12a)
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G equals the net water applied to the surface, Pr = rainfall, Sm =

snowmelt, and F = evaporation. Negative F represents dew forma-qq

tion. The terms Fq, R5 , Rg and TR are parameterized on the basis of

a multilayer soil model. This parameterization is described in the

remainder of this section.

c. Infiltration and percolation to groundwater

In principle, each grid square should have a distribution of soil

types as established by its climate, vegetation, geology, etc. However,

for now we assume a single global soil with the following properties,

characteristic of a loam soil (e.g., Campbell, 1974; Clapp and Hornberger,

1978).

a) porosity = 0.50, i.e., at saturation 1 m of soil holds

50 cm of water.

b) soil water potential: . = D sB, where (o -50 cm,

B = 5, and s = volume of water divided by volume of water at

saturation. For example, if s = 0.3, . -2 x 10 cm (20 bars

of tension). Note s = 0.5 Psw.

c) hydraulic conductivity: Kw = K'o s2B + 3 , with

Kwo = 4.10-4 cm/sec which represents the flow rate for

saturated soil due to gravity.

Water represented by s diffuses through the soil with a diffusivity

2 B2D = - KwdO/ds = (0.1 cm /sec) sB+2 . (13)

Beside the diffusive movement, there is gravitational drainage which

dominates the flow for large enough length scales. This provides the
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subsoil drainage expression,

Rg = Kw(s) = 4 x 10- s 3 cm/sec , (14)

e.g., at s = 0.6, Rg = 0.5 x 106 cm/sec t 1 mm/day. Drainage at this

rate is referred to as the "field capacity," since slower drainage is

small compared to evapotranspiration. Near the point s = 0.3, plants

permanently wilt and cannot extract more water. Hence there is a As 0.3

or equivalently 15 cm of water available between field capacity and

permanent wilting. The simplest parameterization for soil water, used by

several past GCMs, is to only consider this 15 cm of water, with

instantaneous runoff occurring when it is exceeded.

d. Evaporation

The evaporative terms Fq and the transfer between the upper 10 cm

and below are difficult to parameterize with sufficient generality. The

current expressions are based on the behavior of a soil column that is

initially at field capacity and dried by a diurnally varying potential

evaporation applied at the surface. Based on multilayer soil model inte-

grations and theoretical arguments, we adopt the following parameteriza-

tions:

Fq = minimum of (Fqp, Fqm) , (15)

where Fqp = potential evaporation, and Fqm = maximum moisture flux

through the wet surface that the soil can sustain. Fqp is calculated

using Eq. (44) as the evaporation from a wet surface with the same aero-

dynamic characteristics as the soil surface, and
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Fqm = EvotoBf , (16)

where Evo = 7 x 10-5 cm/sec is the evaporation from the soil at field

capacity and we take

Rt = Ssw/3.0 cm

Rto = Stw/30 cm

Bf = Rt0 2 RtB

where 3.0 cm and 30 cm are the field capacities of 10 cm and 1 m layers,

respectively. The factor Bf represents an average diffusivity over the

top 10 cm. Since potential evaporation rarely exceeds 4 x 10- 5, soil much

wetter than field capacity will generally evaporate at the potential rate.

The transfer from the lower soil to the upper layer D: is presumed

given by

TR = E (R - Rt ) B - (R, /R )B+2 R (17)
vo to ti f tl to g

Note that when water is near field capacity, the first term 10- 5 cm/sec

dominates the second (gravitational drainage) term 10-6 cm/sec.

However, near saturation, both terms have magnitudes 10- 3 cm/sec.

e. Surface runoff

During periods of heavy rainfall or snowmelt and high soil moisture,

much of the water incident on natural surfaces is unable to penetrate to

ground water reservoirs but rather finds more direct routes to streams and

rivers.

The classical hydrology description is that such water flows on the

surface in sheets or rivulets (overland flow). However, such runoff is
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now viewed as occurring primarily over the fraction of a grid square where

the soil has become saturated due to a high water table or impermeable

surface soil (the so-called variable source area). In some regions, near

surface flows, guided by underlying impermeable layers or subground air

channels, are also important. Due to the complex nature of surface runoff

processes, it is not possible to model them in detail. The usual approach

is to infer the surface runoff as a function of the rainfall history over

a basin, by analyzing the flood peaks in stream and river hydrographs.

Although, in principle, there is no unique decomposition of a hydrograph

into surface and ground water runoff, in practice, it is not difficult to

devise approximate decompositions. L'vovich (1979), in particular, has

provided annual average global maps of surface and ground water runoff.

He finds, on the average, that about half the total runoff is surface

runoff. The physical basis for modeling hydrology on the small scale is

reviewed in Kirby (1979). Available models for runoff simulation are

summarized in Fleming (1975).

Guided by the criteria that there be small surface runoff at field

capacity soil moisture and complete surface runoff at saturated soil, we

have parameterized surface runoff Rs by

Rs (Pw/Pwsat G Tg2 > 273.3 K (18)

(P w/Pwsat G Tg2 <273.3K ,

where pw is the soil water density weighted toward the top layer, as

defined by

Pw= Pwsat(Stw + sw) (18a)
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Pwsat = 0.5 is the porosity or saturated soil water density, and G is

defined by (12a), but for negative G, Rs =0. According to (18), if the

subsurface temperature is below freezing, the fraction of surface runoff is

increased. This allows crudely for the effect of frozen ground.

f. Snow cover

The most detailed model of snow energy balance and melt processes to

date has been given by Anderson (1976). He models, in particular, water

and energy transfer and density changes throughout the snow column. By

contrast, we model explicitly only the snow surface processes. There is

no explicit distinction between subsurface snow versus soil temperature,

i.e., Tg2 refers, in principle, to a subsurface snow temperature after

more than a few centimeters of liquid equivalent snow has accumulated.

The most serious conceptual errors occur during time of snow melt or rain-

fall on a snowpack. We put water on the snow surface directly into the

soil, whereas real melt or rain water has to percolate through the snow

pack and may refreeze. We also implicitly neglect melting at the bottom

of the snow pack due to heat conducted from the ground (ground melt)

unless this heat reaches the top snow surface.

If it is snowing or if there is snow cover, we first compute the snow

melt rate (assuming Tg is 0°C) before computing the surface tempera-

ture. The snow melt rate SmN is given by

-L 1 * x [hN -G]SN > 0 (19)
m f sHEAT m

where hsN is the expression given by (lc) without the snowmelt, i.e.,

hs (Sg+FR+-FIRt-Fs-LsFq ) and where GHEAT is the heat

conduction to the underlying reservoir, which is either snow or
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ground, depending on the snow depth, that is consistent with

Eq. (ic), i.e., GHEAT = c2PsCsdl(Tgl-Tg2)i(C1Tj)

In calculating Fs and Fq over melting snow, we take Tg to be

0°C. Also, L = Ls is the latent heat of sublimation (L. = 2.834 x

1010 erg gm-) and Lf is the latent heat of fusion (Lf = 3.34 x

109 erg gm 1 ).

If S. calculated from Eq. (19) exceeds the snow cover, Sm is set

to the snow cover and the ground temperature is calculated from Eqs. (la)

and (Ic), including the heat loss required to melt the snow. If snow

remains after melting the snow amount given by (19), we set

Tg = 0°C .

The snow cover is updated from

as
cvcv = P - F - S , (20)

at s q m

where Scv is the snow cover amount measured in terms of liquid water

content, P5 is the snow precipitation rate, and F equals the rate ofS ~~~~~~~~~~~q

sublimation.

g. Melting and freezing of soil water

According to Nakano and Brown (1973) and further references they

give, the fraction of soil water that is in a frozen state at temperatures

below 0°C depends on soil type, temperature, and soil moisture. As a

crude but simple parameterization, we assume that the fraction of frozen

soil is linear in temperature between 0°C and -2°C and that 0.15 of the
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soil water density remains unfrozen at temperatures colder than -2°C.

Then the heat required for melting (freezing) ground to be used in (la-c)

is 0 if T > 273.15 K, or T < 271.15 K. Otherwise,

wml

-T
= 0.5 x (S - 1.5) g l

SW -- at
S > 1.5

sw

3aT
W m = 0.5 x (S - S - 13.5) g2m2 "tw sw

at
S - S > 13.5

tw sw
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4. Land types, foliage cover and surface albedo

The surface processes that occur in the model depend, in principle,

on the nature of the land surface including its vegetative cover. Because

of the coarse model resolution, a high level of detail is not possible.

However, the following parameterizations appear consistent with the model

resolution and objectives: (a) land surfaces are broken into vegetative

types, (b) these vegetative types, along with soil moisture and season,

determine: (i) the fractional vegetative cover over a grid square,

(ii) the plant and soil albedos, and (iii) the surface roughness. Snow,

if present, must also be considered in some detail because of its highly

variable albedo. The albedo of the snow is parameterized by a measure of

the snow age.

The reflection of solar radiation from many surfaces is a strong

function of wavelength. Furthermore, the spectrum of solar radiation

reaching the surface depends strongly on the optical properties of the

atmosphere. Therefore, it may be too inaccurate to use spectrally inte-

grated surface albedos. The model radiative calculations do a crude

spectral decomposition of solar radiation by distinguishing between wave-

lengths shorter or longer than 0.7 pm. Plants, in particular, have much

lower albedos to visible than to near infrared solar radiation, presumably

because they need the visible radiation for photosynthesis but, otherwise,

must avoid overheating. By contrast, snow has much higher visible than

near infrared albedos, and these albedos depend significantly on solar

zenith angles. The details of the current parameterization for vegetative

types and surface albedos as put into subroutine ALBEDO follows.
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a. Land type assignment

A map of present-day land use was prepared using the map of land use/

vegetation in the Oxford Economic Atlas of the World, 4th Ed. (1972).

Minor simplifications were made to the map such that 10 land use

types could be defined. These are:

Land Use/Vegetation

Arable/mixed farming

Grazing land

Coniferous forest

Mixed deciduous/coniferous forest

Deciduous forest

Equatorial forest

Tropical woodland/grassland

Desert/no vegetation

Tundra or high altitude

Rice/irrigated land

Roughness of
vegetation types (cm)

3

3

50

40

30

100

30

1

1

3

Thus for each grid point a value TVEG is read into the model. TVEG = 0

for all ocean grid points. TVEG = 1 for all points with arable/mixed

farming etc. The assigned roughness ROUGH is used as the aerodynamic

roughness (see Section 8), and also to obtain the fraction of a grid

square covered by snow fSNOW according to the formula

fNOW = R/(1 + R)SNOW

with

R = 0.1 /(p x ROUGH) .cv SW

Type

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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The quantity ScV1PSW is the average snow depth and ROUGH/O.1 is about

half the average vertical extent of the surface objects. The quantity

fSNOW as calculated separately for the vegetated and nonvegetated parts

of a grid square determines what fraction of the area has the albedo of

snow versus nonsnow. Over vegetated areas, all vegetation covered by the

snow pack is neglected and the fraction vegetation cover defined in the

next subsection is reduced by the factor (1 - fSNOW)*

b. Vegetation cover

Vegetation modifies surface processes by (a) shading the ground from

sky radiation; (b) increasing the surface roughness and consequent ex-

changes of heat, moisture, and momentum; and (c) controlling water loss

from dry leaves through transpiration processes. The first two of these

effects are purely mechanical and do not require live leaf surfaces.

Therefore, it is useful to define vegetation cover as that fraction of the

ground that is shaded by either transpiring or non-transpiring plant sur-

faces. The latter includes not only stems, trunks, branches, etc., but

also dead leaves, either on live plants, on dead plants, or as litter.

Conversely, nonvegetated area is what appears as bare ground, as seen,

e.g., by looking out the window. The prescription of vegetation is then

completed by defining leaf area and stem area indices, LAI and SAI, as the

projected area of transpiring and nontranspiring surface per unit area of

vegetated land. These are treated in Section 7. Since there are no

satisfactory data sources for global plant cover as defined, we derived

our values by intelligent guessing, guided by various micrometeorological

texts, e.g., Geiger (1965), Monteith (1975), and other literature, in

particular, Federer (1971) for leafless hardwood forests.
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Within subroutine ALBEDO, the fractional

each grid point is determined on the basis of

mitted to the boundary layer subroutine where

The following values for aof are used for

vegetation cover af for

TVEG. af is then trans-

it is used.

the individual vegetation

types.

Vegetation Type

1. Arable/mixed farming

2. Grazing land

3. Coniferous forest

4. Mixed decid./conif. forest

5. Deciduous forest

6. Equatorial forest

7. Tropical woodland/grassland

8. Desert or no vegetation

9. Tundra or high altitude

10. Rice/irrigated land

of summer

0.85

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.9

0.8

0.0

0.4

0.8

Aof seasonal

0.60

0.10

0.10

0.20

0.30

0.30

0.30

0.0

0.10

0.60

We take

Of = af
f crf

otherwise

f = f

summer, if Tg2 > 298 K

summer - Aaf seasonal, if Tg2 < 273 K

summer - [I - FSEAS (Tg2)] Aaf seasonal

where

FSEAS(T) = 1 - 0.0016 x (298 - T)2

is a factor that ranges from 1 at 298 K to 0 at 273 K.

(21)
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c. Vegetation and ground albedos

For each of the land grid points, three other variables are defined

in subroutine ALBEDO: visible solar albedo of vegetation (X < 0.7 pm),

near infrared albedo of vegetation (X > 0.7 pm) and albedo of ground

surface. The values for the albedo of vegetation was determined from

a variety of sources, in particular Monteith (1975, 1976), but also with

reference to Monteith (1959), Kung et al. (1964), Barry and Chambers

(1966), Federer (1968), Oguntoyinbo (1970), Stewart (1971), Tucker and

Miller (1977), Rockwood and Cox (1978), Kriebel (1979), and Fuller and

Rouse (1979). Gates et al. (1965) gives spectral albedoes of individual

leaves. The near infrared albedo for vegetation cannot be inferred from

albedos of individual leaves since the high reflectivity ( 50%) and

transmissivities imply radiative transfer considerations are dominant.

Our division into visible and near-infrared fluxes is largely based on

the data of Tucker and Miller (1977), Kriebel (1979), and Fuller and

Rouse (1979).

The albedo of the unvegetated ground surface was determined from a

variety of sources, e.g., Kondratyev (1969), Condit (1970), Idso et al.

(1975) and Tucker and Miller (1977). No attempt was made to derive

detailed distributions of the ground albedo since (a) for many soil

types, albedo is strongly dependent upon wetness; and (b) in many cases

the vegetation cover Of is 0.80 or more, so little short-wave radiation

reaches the ground.

The following values for vegetation albedos are presently being used

in subroutine ALBEDO; minor improvements might be introducted at a later

stage.



Vegetation type

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 (no plants)

9

10
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X < 0.7 pm

plant albedo ALBS

0.10

0.10

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.04

0.08

0.15

0.07

X > 0.7 im

plant albedo ALBL

0.30

0.30

0.20

0.24

0.28

0.20

0.28

0.40

0.25

We have not been able to find much data on the albedos of branches and

brown vegetation as opposed to green (besides Federer, 1968, 1971), but

assume it is the same as green. It appears that trunks and branches may

have lower albedoes by as much as 5%, and red or brown leaves may have

higher albedos by as much as 5%.

The albedo for bare soil ALBG is taken to be

ALBG = ALBGO + Aag(Ssw) ,

where ALBG0 is the albedo for wet soil and where the increase of albedo

due to dryness of surface soil is given for X < 0.7 pm by

Aag(Ssw) = 0.01 (11 - 4 Ssw) > 0 , (22)

but Aag is limited to a maximum value of 0.08. The minimum X < 0.7 )m

bare soil albedo ALBGO = 0.05 for all vegetation types except 8. Type 8

(deserts) has twice the albedo of other surfaces. Also, for X > 0.7 pm,

albedo equals twice that defined above.
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d. Snow albedos

Snow albedos are determined from the following equations, inferred

from the calculations of Wiscombe and Warren (1980), and the snow model

and data of Anderson (1976).

= aVD + f(ZEN) (1 aVD) (23)

IR = aIRD + f(ZEN) (1 aIRD) (24)

where aV = X < 0.7 pm albedo, aIR = X > 0.7 rn albedo, and the sub-

script D denotes diffuse albedos as given by

aVD = ( - S FAGE) c0 (25a)

aRD = (1 - CN FAGE) aIRO (25b)IRD N ACE ~IRO

C = 0.2, CN =0.5

and

a „ = 0.95, the albedo for visible radiation incident on new

snow with solar zenith angle less than 60.

aIRO = 0.65, the albedo of new snow to near infrared solar

radiation with solar zenith angle less than 60.°,

FAGE = a transformed snow age defined below and used in this

section to give the fractional reduction of snow albedo

due to snow aging for solar zenith angle less than 60°.
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C(ZEN) - cosine of the solar zenith angle

f(ZEN) = increase of snow visible albedo due to solar zenith

angle exceeding 609 when tmultiplted by a CS.. Alslo used

for near infrared solar zenith dependence with CN.

The following parameterizations are used.

f(ZEN) = - [ b 1- - 1], f = 0 if C(ZEN) < 0.5 (26)
b 1 + 2b C (EN)

Eq. (26) has the property for all b that it vanishesi at C(ZEN) = 0..5 an d

is unity at C(ZEN) = 0 (sun on the horizon); b is adijustable to bs^t fit

available da-ta--for now b - 2.0.

Snow albedo decreases with time due to growth of snow grain size and

accumulation, of dirt and soot. We paramerte:ize the dze:,rase term FAC G

by

FAGE = TSNOW/(1 + TSNOW) . (27

The nondimensional age of snow TSNOW is in=cremented as follo,.ws.

ATSNOW = T 1(r + r 2 +r3) At (28)

6 -1w~here~. T o 1 x 10.s 6 c

ri = exp [5000 .. .. ....
273.3 K Tgi

r2 = 1I if Tgl >- 0°. = 0 otherwise ,

and

r3 =s 0:.0 1 over Antarcticea, = , v- .
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The term rl represents the effect of grain growth due to vapor

diffusion, the temperature dependence being essentially proportional to

the vapor pressure of water.

The term r2 represents the additional effect of melt water, and r3

the effect of dirt and soot.

A snowfall of 1 cm liquid water is assumed to restore the surface to

that of new snow. Since the precipitation in one model time step will

generally be less than that, when it snows for a given time step we

reduce the snow age by a factor given by the amount of fresh snow in cm,

APSA

N+O (T N + ATSNOW)(1 P TSNOW > (29)TSNOW (SNOW SNW)' ) O

where ATSNOW is defined as in Eq. (28).
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5. Wind at the anemometer level in the absence of vegetation

In the previous NCAR GCMs, it was assumed that the individual wind

components varied linearly between the layer 1 values and anemometer

level values. This assumption neglects the Ekman turning of surface

winds to the left of the geostrophic wind vector. To allow for this

possibility, we assume that the magnitude of the wind varies linearly

between anemometer level and first model layer, but that the vertical

wind shear has an angle f between the surface and the layer 1 wind and

that this angle linearly shifts to zero as layer 1 is approached.

a. Momentum flux

Let ua, va, and ul, v1 refer to the anemometer and layer 1 winds

and zj to the height of layer 1; then our assumption is that the wind's

components (u,v) at any level z are given by

u = (u 1 - Ua)(z/z 1) cos [(1 - z/z 1 )]

- (v - va )(z/z 1 ) sin [4(i - z/z)] + ua

(30)

V = (v 1 - va)(Z/Zl) COS [f(l - Z/z 1 )]

+ (u 1 - ua)(z/zl) sin [1(1 - z/z 1 )] + va

Hence the (downward) subgridscale eddy momentum flux becomes

Kau =K rWK -= I [ A(ul ua) - B( v l va) = CD Va Ua

and (31)

K D = [ A(vl - va) - B(ul -ua)J = D Va Va
~~-z -Z1
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where

A

B

K

CD

Uc

Va

= COS 4

= sin 4

=KTV, th

= surfac

= subgri

= (U2 + v

b. Obtain vector

If we take am

related to layer 1

e layer 1 eddy diffusion coefficient

e drag coefficient

d scale horizontal convection velocity (cf. Eq. 36b)

2 + U2)1/2 .

anemometer wind

= K/(Az CD Va); then the anemometer winds are

winds by

a m A(ul - ua) - B(v 1 - va) = ua

a m A(v 1 - va) + B(u1 - ua) = va

Solving for Ua, va we have

Ua = [(<Om + cos 4) ul - sin 4 vl]

va = [( m + cos 4) v1 + sin 4 Ul]

where

= om/(1 + 2 cos oam + o2)

(32)

(33)

(34)

At present, the model uses 4 = latitude, for latitude within 30° of the

equator; otherwise 4 = +30' for the northern and southern hemispheres,

respectively.
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Having obtained Ua, va, the momentum flux to the atmosphere is

obtained from equation (31). This is used both in the boundary sub-

routine and as a lower boundary condition in the vertical diffusion

subroutine.

c. Drag coefficients

In the previous NCAR GCMs, the drag coefficient CD was a

prescribed constant. However, in reality, it is quite variable (e.g.,

cf. Garratt, 1977). In the current version of the model, CD is

calculated from

CD = f(CDNRi) (35)

where CDN is the drag coefficient for neutral stability with CDN =

1.4 x 10- 3 over ocean and sea ice, CDN = 4.2 x 10- 3 over bare land, and

RiB is the surface bulk Richardson number,

gza 1 - T /T )
Ri = a .(- Tg/T-. , (36a)

2 2 2
u + V + U
a a c

with Tgl the top ground (or snow or ice) temperature and Ta the air

temperature at Za, where Za is the height of 10 m and referred to as

the anemometer level (but a tunable parameter in our present boundary

layer formulation), g = acceleration due to gravity, and

Uc = 10 cm/sec, Tg/Ta < 1

(36b)
- 1.1 m/sec, Tg/Ta > 1 .
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Also, modifying slightly the formulas given in some notes of Deardorff

(personal communication), we take for RiB < 0

CD = CDN(1 + 24.5 (-CDN RiB) 1/2) ( 3 7 )

and for RiB > 0

D = CDN /(1 + 11.5 RiB) (38)

In reality, the CD value for heat is somewhat larger under unstable

conditions and somewhat smaller under stable conditions. This refinement

did not seem to be numerically large enough to warrant its inclusion. We

also average ua and va in (36a) over the previous time level values,

to help suppress time step to time step oscillations in the surface

fluxes, and the calculated value of Ta is averaged over the past time

level for the same reason.
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6. Sensible and latent heat fluxes over ice or a bare surface, and
corresponding values for atmospheric temperature and humidity at
the anemometer level

The formulas for sensible and latent heat flux over water, sea ice,

or bare surfaces are similar to those used in previous model versions.

a. Sensible heat fluxes

The rates of transfers from layer 1 to the surface are given by:

Sensible heat flux from the atmosphere equals the flux to the

ground; or vice versa:

Fs = PaCpKTV (-2 T YCG) (39a)

Pa ((000l/Pa)R/CP [ T -a + - CG]) (39b)

= a C CDH (Ta T) , (39c)

where Pa and Pa are surface air pressure and density, CDH is an

aerodynamic transfer coefficient for heat, zB is the height of the sur-

face above sea level, Cp equals the specific heat of air, R equals gas

constant, and YCG is a counter gradient factor, in previous versions

set to 5 K/km, but now derived as follows:

G = c2(g/c - r) + c g/C , (40)CGtjr 2 p I'

where

r = 3T/az = (T1 - Ta)/(zl - zB)

r > r
- MIN

r < g/Cp.

c 2 = 0.7 ,

cI - 0.1
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s = S /2.5 cm , 8 < 1
SW

over land and s = 1 over ocean, and

rMIN = 1 - g/C (41)
(1-c2 )

Eq. (40) has the following properties. Over very dry land, i.e., s 0,

we have YCG = 0. Over wet land and ocean, rMIN = 6.6 K/km and for

larger lapse rates than this, Fs ,v (aT/3z + g/Cp - CG) =

0.2(g/Cp + 1.5 aT/3z) which maintains an upward sensible flux for

-aT/az > 6.6 K/km. This formulation is believed to be more realistic

than the simpler formulation in past NCAR models and has been tuned to

give reasonable lapse rates from the surface to the lowest model layer

and reasonable air-ocean temperature differences.

b. Moisture flux

The moisture flux from the atmosphere equals that to the ground, or

vice versa:

Fq Pa KTV 9 (42)

- p K ql qa (43)
a TV z1 - ZB

= Pa CDW Va (qa qg) (44)

where ql, qa, and qg are layer 1, anemometer level, and ground

specific humidity, and CDW is the aerodynamic transfer coefficient for

water vapor. The term qg is qgs, the saturated mixing ratio at
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ground temperature if the rate of evaporation Fq is less than the

critical rate defined by Eqs. (16). Otherwise,

qg = f qg,s + (1 - f) qa , f = Fq/Fqp ,

where Fqp = the potential evaporation. The anemometer temperature is

obtained in terms of layer 1 temperature T1, and ground temperature Tg

from (39b), (39c); qa is correspondingly found from (43), (44). To a

reasonable degree of accuracy, we assume

CDH = CDW = CD (45)

are all given by equations (37) and (38).

c. Leads over sea ice

Over sea ice, it is important to allow for leads, which is done by

prescribing a fraction of surface, a, covered by leads. Consequently, we

calculate fluxes of heat and moisture separately for the sea ice and

leads and combine them as follows:

F s = a FSLEAD + (1-a) FsICE

Fq = a FqLEAD + l-a) FqICE

Over leads, the assumed water temperature for open areas = - 1.8°C and at

sea level the saturated mixing ratio of leads = 3.3 g/kg. The fluxes

over the ice are used for calculating the heat and moisture budget of the

ice.
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For lead factors for sea ice, we assume:

a = 0.02 for Arctic

and

a = 0.04 for Antarctic

Observations have indicated that Arctic sea ice is more compact than

Antarctic ice.
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7. Foliage temperature and energy flux

Our treatment of vegetation within the GCM is similar to the usual

1-layer formulation in the micrometeorological literature ascribed to

Monteith (e.g., Thom and Oliver, 1977), except we consider separate

ground energy equations and allow for partial wetting of the canopy. In

applying a self-consistent model rather than observations as usually

done, it is necessary to derive variables within the canopy in terms of

anemometer (above the canopy) values. In doing so, we essentially follow

Deardorff (1978). At each land grid point, we prescribe a fractional

vegetation cover, af, as described in Section 4. Besides the study of

Deardorff, Shuttleworth (1978) has developed a conceptually similar

approach.

a. Parameterization of foliage variables

The vegetative layer is represented by a single vertical grid point

which takes on a foliage temperature, Tf, and transfers sensible heat

and moisture to the atmosphere, these rates denoted respectively as Hf

and Ef.

The one-sided surface area of vegetation per unit area of ground

consists of transpiring surfaces specified by a leaf area index and

nontranspiring surfaces (including dead vegetation) specified by a stem

area index (SAI). The SAI is a constant for each land type, whereas the

LAI has a seasonal variation, using the same dependence on subsoil

temperature as used for afs i.e.,

LAI = LAIMIN + FSEAS (Tg2) x (LAIMA LA-MIN)
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where the seasonal factor FSEAS(T) is defined by Eq. (21). We denote the

sum of LAI and SAI the LSAI (leaf stem area index) LSAI = LAI + SAI. In

order to include evaporation from wetted stems and leaves, we follow

Deardorff in defining the fractional area of the leaves covered by water

as

rV Wdew 2/3
L )
w WDMAX

where Wdew is the total water intercepted by the canopy and WDMAX is

the maximum water the canopy can hold, as defined in the next sub-

section. The same expression is used for the stems. We define the

quantity

LSAIW = LAI + Lw SAI

as the total vegetation surface that exchanges water with the atmo-

sphere. Then the ratio of wetted vegetation surface to total vegetation

surface exchanging water with the atmosphere is given by

T ? LSAI (46)
W s LSA-- (46)w

LSAIW

Note that (1-Lw) x LSAI then gives the transpiring leaf surface.
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The following values are presently being used for defining LAI and

SAI:

Vegetation Type LAIMAX LAMIN SAI

1 6 0.5 0.5

2 2 0.5 4

3 6 5 2

4 6 3 2

5 6 12

6 6 0.5 2

7 6 0.5 2

8 6 0.5 2

9 6 0.5 0.5

10 6 0.5 0.5

The class 2 (grassland) values were obtained from Ripley and Redmann

(1976). Other values are based on a wide variety of inputs. The

SAI = 0.5 of class 1 (cropland) corresponds to the 0.1 used by Deardorff

(1978) for SAI/LAI.

Also needed is the magnitude of wind and temperatures of the air

within the foliage layer taken to be:

U D ~~~~1/2 -1 f+iUaf = V [(1.2 (C) 1 2 1) a + 1]

Taf = [1 - 0.5 af] Ta + 0.5 af Tf , (48)

.~~~~~ f

where Va and Ta refer to wind magnitude and temperature 10 m above

the zero displacement level of the vegetation. For grid squares with

partial vegetation, we assume Ta, Va represent values 10 m above

the zero displacement level averaged over the grid square. The corres-

ponding qaf is derived later, i.e., Eqs. (57) and (61).
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The aerodynamic coefficient for transfer of heat from the leaves and

stems to the canopy air is

Cf CDVEG x Va /(LSAIxU af x (1 - 0.5 f)), (49)

where CDVEG is the aerodynamic drag coefficient for the canopy, defined

in Section 8. Eq. (49) is preferred to Deardorff's expression for Cf

since it gives transfers consistent with the transfer of momentum between

canopy and air. It assumes transfers to the ground are small compared to

transfers to the canopy. The corresponding "resistance" factor is

ra = l/(Cf Uaf) . (50)

b. Vegetation storage of intercepted precipitation and dew

When it rains, the surfaces of vegetation become covered with a film

of water before drip through and stem flow carries water to the ground.

This water can then re-evaporate to the air, but at the same time trans-

piration is suppressed over wet green leaves. Similarly, the formation

of nighttime dew can keep foliage cool in the morning and suppress trans-

piration. Typical values for re-evaporation of intercepted rainfall are

in the range of 10 to 50% of rainfall, depending primarily on rainfall

intensity. The suppression of transpiration by wet leaves has been less

studied but is probably also significant. Snowfall is also intercepted

by foliage and frost formation on foliage commonly occurs. These are of

somewhat less significance for the water budget because of lower evapo-

transpiration rates at low temperatures. Hence, it is reasonable to

assume vegetation storage of solid water is the same as liquid water. In
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doing so, we ignore the larger initial water storage of snow interception

and its frequently more rapid removal by blow off. We assume a maximum

water storage per unit projected area of plant material of 0.02 cm. The

water stored per unit land surface area is calculated from the incident

precipitation, and difference between transpiration and water flux to the

plant surface, i.e.,

-aw
Wd = [of P - Ef +Et]
3t

If Wdew > WDMAX = 0.02 cm x afLSAI, Wdew is set equal to WDMAX

and the excess leaf moisture is added to the precipitation on the soil,

either as water or snow, depending on whether or not the temperature Tm

defined preceding Eq. (10) is greater than or less than zero, cf.

Eqs. (75) and (76). More general drip formulas are discussed by Massman

(1980) .

c. Stomatal resistance

The stomatal resistance factor is taken to be

r : rSN x R x S xD (51)s SMIN f f '

These factors are discussed, e.g., by Hinkley et al. (1978); Rf is the

dependence on solar radiation. We are not including the dependence on

vapor pressure deficit so that rSMIN is intended to apply for average

vapor pressure conditions. This term is obtained as follows: Studies

have been made of the dependence of rs on visible fluxes (c.f., e.g.,
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Hinckley et al., 1978, Fig. 3; Watts, 1977, Figs. 10-11; Denmead and

Millar, 1976, Fig. 1). These studies show that a minimum stomatal resis-

tance is reached from between 10% of full sun (approximately true for the

trees studied) and full sun as indicated by Denmead for wheat. Full sun

corresponds to about 500 W m 2 visible solar (A < 0.7 pm). A useful form

for Rf is

Rf 1+ f , (52)
f + 1/RfMAX

where f = Fv/Fvc with RfMAX = 50 the value of Rf at nighttime,

Fv = visible solar, and Fvc the visible solar where Rf is about

double its minimum value. As tentative values we have adopted Fvc

= 30 W m- 2 for trees, and Fvc = 100 W m- 2 for grasslands and crops.

Finally, it is necessary to average over the different leaves in the

canopy which receive different amounts of radiation.

We divide the canopy into an upper and lower fraction and assume

that 0.75 of the radiation is absorbed by the upper canopy and 0.25 is

absorbed by the lower canopy, and that the leaf-stem area index of upper

(LSAIU) and lower (LSAIL) are each one-half of the total leaf-stem area

index, i.e., LSAIU = LSAIL = 0.5 LSAI, and hence

FVu = 0.75 Fvi/LSAIU

FVL = 0.25 FvI/LSAIL ,

where FVi is the visible radiation incident at the top of the canopy.

Eq. (52) is applied using FVU and then FVL for Fv and the resulting

conductivities averaged to get Rf in the model. Singh and Szeicz
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(1980) have described a similar division of canopy into sunlight and

shaded parts in determining stomatal resistance.

The temperature dependence factor Sf is given by Sf =

FSEAS(Tf) where the term FSEAS(T) is defined by Eq. (21). Df is a

drought factor, depending on the soil moisture and the ability of plant

roots for the quantity of soil moisture to take water readily from the

soil. We initially assume Df = 1, and if the plants' transpiration

exceeds a maximum value, we 'adjust Df so that the transpiration is

maintained at the maximum value.

d. Leaf energy balance

The water vapor inside the leaves qs is assumed to be at the

saturation value at temperature Tf. It is calculated at time, N,

initially from TfN-l and the first term of a Taylor series expansion

of the Clausius-Clapyron equation proportional to TfN - TfN --1,

cf. Eqs. (64)-(66). This calculation is iterated after Tf is

determined from energy balance as outlined below.

The parameters Tf, Hf(Tf), and Ef(Tf) are determined by

the energy balance equation

C
a f[ l - af) S + FR + OT4 - 2aT4] = f + L Ef , (53)

where af is the albedo of the vegetative canopy. Let

CL = Pa ofLSAIW Cf Uaf (54)

and 6 = (LSAI/LSAIW) - 1. We then have
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H = (1 + 6) C CL (T-Taf) (55)

E = C r [q(T)- q .f] (56)
f CL af

The factor (1 + 6) in (55) allows for the unwetted surface area of dead

leaves, stems and branches. The air within the foliage is assumed to

have the humidity

= [l- 0.5 af] q + 0.5 f qf , (57)

where

qf = r" q5 (Tf) + (1 - r') q . (58)

The factor r represents the fraction of potential evaporation from

a leaf, and is determined by the fraction of the leaf covered by water

and the resistance encountered by internal water in escaping to the

outside of the leaf. Generalizing the derivation of Deardorff (1978)

r
r 1v = 1_-6 (_ s-) [1 - Lw (59)

c rS + ra

6 c = 1 if qaf < qs (Tf)

= 0 otherwise

e. Transpiration

The rate at which the leaf transpires is correspondingly given by
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Etr = c(Ef)p [ a ] [1 - Lw] ' (60)

where (Ef)pot is given by equation (56) with r'" = 1.

The Etr calculated from Eq. (60) must be consistent with the maxi-

mum transpiration the vegetation can sustain as defined below. If Etr

is excessive, rs is redetermined so that Etr = Etrmx the maximum

available from the plant. Our determination of this maximum: is based on

the SPAC (soil-plant-atmosphere model) of Federer (1979). According.; to:

Federer, the plant water uptake in each soil layer is limited by the-

difference between soil and maximum plant potential divided by an effec-

tive resistance. This effective resistance depends on the total length

of root per unit area and the internal plant resistance per unit root

length. When the soil is dry enough, the diffusion of water from the;

soil to the roots also contributes to this resistance. By lumping vari-,

ous terms together, we infer the following formula

Etrmx = Tr R t i (1 - WLTo)

where Tro is the maximum transpiration that can be sustained: at field:

capacity (Tro = 2 x 10- 5 cm/sec), the sum is over soil layers, desig-

nated by subscript i, Rti is the fraction of root in a given soil

layer, and WLT i is a soil dryness (or plant wilting) factor.

According to Federer, WLT should be D/IMIN where 'S is the soil

water potential and OMIN is the value for permanent wilting of the-

plants. For now, we have adopted a somewhat less nonlinear dependenc-e::

on soil water by assuming
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(s w/si)jAF - (s /s FC)AF
WLT. - ______

1- (sw/S F )AF

or zero if this expression gives a negative value, where si is the soil

water, sw the permanent wilting point water, SFC the field capacity

water, sw/sFC = 0.5, AF = 2 (tentatively). The factor WLTi ranges

from 0 at field capacity to 1 at the permanent wilting point.

The ratio of maximum transpiration of the top 10 cm to that of the

total soil layer and the fraction of roots in the top layer is used to

define the fraction of transpiration taken from the top layer. We assume

that the density of roots in the upper layer is 5 times the total density,

or equivalently 50% of the roots are in the upper layer.

f. Leaf temperature

Note that qf can be eliminated between (57) and (58), giving,

= ( - 0.°5 af)Y qa + °0.5 afr' Y q c (Tf (61)

where

Y = [1 - 0.5 af(l - r'')]' . (62)

From (61)

q (Tf) -af (1 - 0.5 afr y)(q (Tf) q (63)

which is used in (56). Also,

q(TN) q(Tf ) + N N-1
q^T^J f s^ f 2 [Tf - Tf 1 (64)

aT

and
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T 4 = T 4 + 4Tg 3 (Tf -Tg (65)

so that equation (53) is solved for Tf at the Nth time level by

TN _ If Sf + X1 T + X2 ((aq /T) TN-1 + q q
,N f ^f l a 2 sV f;- a-qj
Tf - Tf---(66)

af 8ac T+ X + X2 Oaq /aTf)

where

XI = (1 + 6) Cp CL (1 - 0.5 of)

X2 = L CL r'' (1 - 0.5 Sf r'' y)

Sf = (1 - af) Sg + 8a Tg 4 + (FIR - FIR+) .

We have used FIRt = caTg 4 in writing Sf; the net flux from the

ground FIR - FIR; is provided from the radiation subroutine.

As a rough check on the correctness of the model's stomatal resistance

calculation, we have included a diagnostic calculation of the air-leaf

2transfer of C02 in units of gm carbon per cm . This corresponds to gross

primary productivity (photosynthesis), e.g., Waggoner (1969). Details will

be published elsewhere.
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8. Surface fluxes of heat, momentum and moisture with vegetation

a. Drag coefficient

With the introduction of vegetation, we have to consider various

additional transfer coefficients. In particular, let CD F denote

the average momentum transfer coefficient over the grid square in the

presence of vegetation; the assumption is made that

CF = (1 + (Rv-)f)CD = (1 f) CD + f DVEG

where Rv = (6.9)2/(6.9 - ln(ROUGH))2 with ROUGH the roughness

factor depending on vegetation type (cf. Section 4). The 6.9 is the

logarithm of za = 103 cm. This form of area averaging would be

more appropriate for spatially separated vegetated and nonvegetated

regions within the grid square. On the other hand, a sparsely but

uniformly vegetated area can exert considerably more drag than a more

heavily vegetated area. Within a grid square we assume, for sim-

plicity, that this same coefficient applies for momentum transfer to

areas both covered or not covered by vegetation. The quantity

CDVEG = RvjCD is the transfer coefficient due to the canopy. We

do not use CD F directly for heat and moisture transfers since we

calculate separate contributions from the canopy and/or ground, as

detailed below. In doing so, we assume that ground transfers are

proportional to CDUaf, with CD as calculated in the absence of

vegetation. Within the canopy we cannot define an anemometer level

in the context of a neutral logarithmic surface layer, but presumably

largest transfers will occur in the nonvegetated parts of the

square. In general, the current formulation has various conceptual
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difficulties that could only be overcome by carrying out separate calcu-

lations of temperature and energy balance over vegetated and nonvege-

tated areas. This refinement would then require specifying how the two

areas interacted, e.g., shading by trees of the nonvegetated area. The

assumption of a single layer vegetation also introduces difficulties in

conceptualizing the canopy-ground transfers, e.g., during the day, the

top of a realistic canopy would be warmer than the bottom so that

canopy-ground transfers of energy are likely overestimated by a single

layer formulation. It is hoped that the net effect of these inaccura-

cies is minor.

b. Fluxes of heat and moisture

The eddy fluxes of heat and moisture over vegetation are still

obtained from equations (39a,b) and (42)-(43) with, however, the bal-

ancing fluxes from the surface now involving transfers from both the

ground and the vegetative canopy. We assume that the air outside the

canopy in contact with the surface has the same values of properties,

i.e., CDUaf, Taf, qaf, as the canopy air. Hence, for a

partially vegetated grid square, (39) becomes

( 1000 ) R / Cp T 1 T a gCKT ( ___ ) , v + - T (67)p TV --- --- - CG
P^ 1z - ZB P

C CD U (T - T ) + LSAI af C C U (T - Tf)p D af af g ' p a af f

Define

KT (lOOO/p)R/Cp

aT G = - (68)TG 
-(Z ZB) CD Uaf
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LSAI of C
aT -F * (69)

eTF ~' CD

After eliminating Taf in terms of Tf and Ta [using equation (48)],

we solve for Ta

T + [aT - 0.5 af(a + 1)] T + TG T
T = g TF ' ,Ff TG (70)
a [(1 - 0.5 af)(1 - ,F) + aTG]

where

T1 T1 + (Z1 -B) ((g/C) CG) ( 7 1 )

and T1 is the layer 1 temperature.

Similarly, begining with (42)-(43) and defining

TVoa ,- KTV (72)

qG (l - zB) fCD Uaf

of LSAIW Cf r'
qa _= - (73)

qF fCD

where f is the ratio of soil evaporation to potential evaporation. We

have for moisture qa

qg^'s+ [aF~ o (a + 1)] q * ~

qg [ qF f qF )] qf + q,G q1

a .[(1 - 0.5 af)(1 + aq,F) + aqG]

where ql is the layer 1 specific humidity and qg,s is the soil water

vapor at saturation.
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Note as discussed earlier in referring to the drag coefficients, a

more accurate treatment of ground-air transfers with air outside the

canopy would depend on a prescription of the spatial distribution of

canopy elements. Fortunately, the ground-air transfer rates are quite

small in a dense canopy and, as formulated, approach those of a non-

vegetated region for sparse canopies.

c. Soil moisture and snow cover

Finally, we note that in the presence of vegetation, the soil

moisture and snow cover equations (11), (12) and (20) become:

as
sw = P(1 - af) - R + TR - E F + S + D (75)at r f s tr q m w

aS~
tw -P ( 1 R - E-F+S+D(6

at = (r - of) Rw Etr q m w (76)

aS

as
cv P(1 -a)) - F - S + D

s f q m sat

where S = fraction of transpiration from the top soil layer, and where

Dw is the rate of excess water dripping from leaves per unit land

area, Ds is the corresponding rate at which excess snow falls from the

leaves, as mentioned following Eq. (61), and Rw =R s + Rg is the

total runoff.
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APPENDIX

A. Symbols for Some Parameters in Model Code

RIB bulk Richardson number

CDRN neutral lapse rate surface drag coefficient

CDRX surface drag coefficient

RATMS ratio of potential evaporation to actual evaporation

SIGF F(I,NVEGK) fractional vegetation coverage

RS stomatal resistance

RA 1./(CF x UAF) leaf transfer resistance

CF Cf, cf. Eq. (49)

UAF Uaf air velocity in foliage, cf. Eq. (47)

RPP r , cf. Eq. (59)

VEGN leaf and wetted stem area per unit area

HAFSF 1/2 SIGF

EFPOT potential evaporation from foliage

ETR transpiration

HSF sensible heat flux from foliage

EF moisture flux from foliage

FLNET net IR flux from foliage to ground

GHEAT flow of heat from ground to subsoil

SM snow melt

SK conductivity

RSCS density and specific heat of ground, snow, or ice

HS net heat added to surface
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B. Pointers Defining Location of Boundary Subroutine Variables

Pointer

NPK

NUK, NVK

NQK

NZBK

NTGK

NTSK

NQGK

NQSK

NUSK

Variable

surface pressure (time x N)

layer 1 winds (time = N)

specific humidity q at layer 1 (time = N)

surface elevation

T = ground temperature (time = N)
g

T = anemometer level temperature
a
(time = N) (above vegetation)

q = ground specific humidity (time = N)
g

q = anemometer specific humidity
a
(time = N)

anemometer level eastward wind

(above vegetation)

anemometer level northward wind

(above vegetation)

prescribed surface albedo, zero over

ocean. used only to determine if land

or ocean point.

water in top 1 m of soil (time = N)

snow cover (time = N)

runoff (time = N)

subsoil temperature (time = N)

thickness of sea ice

nondimensional snow age

water on foliage (time = N)

foliage temperature (time = N)

NVSK

NALBK

NSWTK

NSCVK

NRNOK

NTGBK

NSICEK

NSAGK

NLDEWK

NTLEFK
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NEVPAK moisture flux averaged over history write

interval

NSENAK sensible heat flux averaged over history

write interval

NTGAK T averaged over history write interval

NTSAK T averaged over history write interval
a

NPRCAK precipitation averaged over history write

interval

NFRAK FNFRLAK F - F averaged over history write interval

NFRSAK S averaged over history write interval
g

NTMINK minimum T over history write interval
a

NTMAXK maximum T over history write interval
a

NALUK = KTV/(Az CDVa ) (time = N)

NALUNK a (time = N+l)
m

NVEGK fractional vegetation cover (time = N)

NZK layer 1 center elevation

NEVPRK moisture flux to atmosphere (time = N)

NSENTK sensible heat flux to atmosphere

(time = N)

NTK layer 1 temperature (time = N)

NFRLK F+ F
IR IR

NFRSK S = absorbed solar radiation
g

NKTVK K, layer 1 eddy mixing coefficient

NRHSK p
a

NSSWK water in top 10 cm of soil

NPBPK carbon taken up by plants (primary

biological productivity)

NRFEK number of rainfall events

NLREK accumulated duration of rainfall events



NTGNPK

NTSNPK

NQGNPK

NQSNK

NUSNPK, NVSNPK

NEVANK

NSWTNK

NSCVNK

NRNONK

NPRCPK

NTGBNK

NSAGNK

NLDWNK

NTLFNK

NSNANK

NTGANK

NTSANK

NPCANK

NTMXNK

NTMNNK

NALUNK

NVEGNK

NEVPNK

NSNTNK
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T (time = N+l)
g

T (time = N+l)
a

qg (time = N+l)

qa (time = N+l)

layer 1 winds (time = N+l)

moisture flux averaged over history

write (time = N+l)

top 1.0 m soil moisture (time = N+l)

snow cover (time = N+l)

runoff (time R N+l)

precipitation (time = N+l)

subsoil temperature (time = N+l)

nondimensional snow age (time = N+l)

water on foliage (time = N+l)

temperature of foliage (time = N+l)

sensible heat flux averaged over

history write (time = N+l)

T averaged over history write (time = N+l)
g

T averaged over history write (time = N+l)
a

precipitation averaged over history write

(time = N+l)

T (time = N+l)

Tin (time = N+l)
min

= K V /(AZ C ) (time = N+l)
m V D a

fractional vegetation (time = N+l)

moisture flux to atmosphere (time N+l)

sensible heat flux to atmosphere

(time = N+l)
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NSSWNK top 10 cm soil moisture (time = N+l)

NPBPNK carbon uptake (time = N+l)

NRFENK number rainfall events (time = N+l)

NLRENK duration of rainfall events (time = N+1)
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C, Flow of Operations in Subroutine BNDRY

1. Common blocks.

2. Input data--minimum stomatal resistance.

3. Get CROUGH for each land type. This is the ratio of drag coef-

ficient due to vegetation to that due to bare ground alone. The

parameters ROUGH are roughness lengths in centimeters, defined

in ALBEDO.

4. Some Ekman spiral factors, also Zl = 10 m, the anemometer level.

5. RATGB, the time scale for subsoil T to adjust to surface T.

Other parameters for subsoil T calculation.

6. Define maximum dew per unit leaf area (0.02 cm) and its inverse

DEWMXI.

7. Define pointers.

8. Initialize diurnally accumulated fields.

9. Determine US and VS at surface (cf. Eq. (32)).

10. Calculate RIB, the bulk Richardson number (Eq. (36a)).

11. Calculate neutral drag coefficient, increasing for land and

altitude (the latter assumes correlation between surface

roughness and altitude),

12. Modify drag coefficient for stability (Eqs. (37)-(38)).

-413. Restrict drag coefficient to larger than 7 x 10 4

14. Correct for vegetation contribution in momentum drag.

15. Time average momentum alpha,

16. Get alphas for moisture and heat.
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17. Loop around subsequent code if over ocean.

18. Set vegetative parameters over bare ground to 0.

19. Introduce LAI and SAI/LAI.

20. Calculate stomatal resistance RS from minimum values, visible

radiation and temperature.

21. Get UAF = mean wind within canopy.

22. Get CF, the leaf heat transfer coefficient, CF*UAF = vegetation

drag coefficient * VA the leaf area index (LAI). The factor

CONV is LAI-* factor inverting grid square drag coefficient into

vegetation drag coefficient.

23. Determine (dew/maximum dew)2/3.

24. Calculation of saturation humidity at leaf temperature.

25. Determine terms for transpiration calculation--get maximum

root water extraction from upper and total layer.

26. Determine terms for leaf temperature calculation.

27. Calculate transpiration (ETR). Test to see if it exceeds the

maximum possible with given soil moisture; if so, recalculate

r (stomatal resistance) so that transpiration matches maximum
5

allowed.

28. Calculate leaf evaporation (EF) and solve for leaf temperature.

29. Check for convergence of leaf temperature T1 calculation. If

T has changed by < 0.01 K or 100 iterations have been done,
proceed beyond loop1 Otherwise repeat.
proceed beyond loop. Otherwise, repeat.
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30. Calculate sensible and latent fluxes from the ground by squb-

tracting leaf fluxes from total canopy fluxes. Get FLNET for

energy diagnostics.

31. Check for negative leaf water. Take from leaf and put back into

transpiration.

32. Calculate carbon uptake using various leaf resistances. (This is

purely diagnostic.)

33. Calculate the water or snow dropping from leaves.

34. Calculate ground temperatures (much code) for various surface

conditions including snow cover. Except over ice, this uses

Deardorff's formulation for a diurnal wave. Over ice, steady

heat flow through ice assumed.

35. Calculate soil moisture: first, determine water fluxes for a

dry surface (TRANSO = flux at lower interface of top layer,

TRANSO + TRANS1 = flux through top surface).

36. Check calculated flux versus potential rate of evaporation.

Larger of the two is the actual evaporation. Determine

RATMS = ratio of potential to actual evaporation.

37. Calculate rainfall and snowfall incident on the ground. Get

GWATR = net of all water incident on ground.

38. Determine surface runoff.

39. Determine percolation to subsoil and groundwater.

40. Calculate water in top 10 cm and 1 m of soil.

41. Increment snow cover.

42. Calculate new snow age.
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43. Update subsoil temperature.

44. Get vegetated surface ground temperature.

45. Calculate qs' T where no vegetation.

46. Calculate qs, T , sensible and evaporation fluxes where vegetation.

47. Accumulate quantities to be diurnally averaged, and TMAX

and T

48. Determine duration and frequency of rainfall events.

49. Normalize diurnal averages, T = 0.5 (TMAX + TMN) to correspond
s MAX MIN

to observational procedures.

50. Fill ouput buffers.
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X PRECIPITATION

A6 e< Lp 1A ALBEDO

ERCEPTIONH TAN A

~~ALEAF 6 WIND

A O EVA PO RATION

FLOOD I NFI LTRATIONFLOOD

DOWNEMS
(SAD)

1 meter
PERCOLATION

TO GROUNDWATER

Fig. 1. Conceptualization of physical processes included in subroutine boundary.
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OCEAN - TEST WHETHER OVER OCEAN, CONTINENT OR SEA ICE

CONTINENT OR SEA ICE (COMPUTE SURFACE TEMPERATURE)

TEST IF VEGETATION

NO YES

SEA ICE OR NO VEGETATION COMPUTE LEAF AREA

OVER CONTINENT

COMPUTE VEGETATION PARAMETERS

COMPUTE SURFACE WIND IN CANOPY, LEAF

TEMPERATURE, TRANSPIRATION AND

LEAF EVAPORATION RATES, DEW FORMATION

/ A
COMPUTE SURFACE TEMPERATURE

BARE, VEGETATION-COVERED,

SNOW-COVERED SEA ICE BARE SEA ICE- OR SNOW-COVERED SOIL OR SNOW-

COVERED VEGETATION

COMPUTE SOIL MOISTURE

COMPUTE SNOW COVER

-COMPUTE SENSIBLE AND LATENT HEAT FLUXES TO ATMOSPHERE

-ACCUMULATE DAILY AVERAGES OF SURFACE ENERGY BALANCE QUANTITIES

SURFACE TEMPERATURE SPEC IF IED

Fig. 2 Schematic of the model's boundary-layer processes.
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